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Background on CELA

The Canadian Environmental Law Association (CELA) is a non-profit, public interest organization founded in 1970. CELA is an environmental law clinic – within Legal Aid Ontario - dedicated to providing legal services to low income people and disadvantaged communities, and advancing the cause of strong environmental protection through advocacy, education and law reform.

In addition to providing direct legal representation and summary advice, CELA's law reform and public educational mandates include advocacy on ensuring access to environmental justice and protecting public environmental rights. This work occurs at the local, regional, provincial, national and international level.

Scope of CELA’s Comments in Response to the proposed Action Plan

We provide general comments here on the proposed Action Plan. However, in the three areas included (Food Products, Health Products and Consumer Products) we focus most of our comments in the area of consumer products. For the reasons noted herein, we also include discussion of complementary product-focused reforms to the Canadian Environmental Protection Act.

Background – Toxic Chemicals Originating in Consumer Products

Members of our staff have worked on issues of consumer product safety for many years, particularly with respect to investigating the risks to prenatal and child health from chronic exposures to low levels of lead, phthalates, flame retardants, bisphenol A and fluorinated chemicals. We are also extensively involved in efforts to reduce exposure risks to known and suspected carcinogens in the environment and consumer products and to progressively eliminate persistent organic pollutants.

In 2000, a report by CELA and the Ontario College of Family Physicians included a detailed analysis of the shortcomings of the Hazardous Products Act in general, and the regulation of lead in consumer products and pesticides, in particular.1 Since that time, we have been at the forefront of Canadian activity summarizing the research about the greater exposure and vulnerability of children to toxic chemicals.2

For chemicals that originate in consumer products, increasing evidence points to indoor

---

air, surfaces, including surfaces of food or water containers, and especially household dust as important exposure media. Releases occur during normal use, and can often increase over time as products age. Chemicals found in house dust and indoor air can include (but are not limited to) fluorinated chemicals, phthalates, brominated flame retardants, nonylphenol ethoxylates, parabens, volatile organic compounds, organotins, and numerous additional metals including lead and mercury, along with pesticides. The sources of many of these chemicals include a wide array of products on the Canadian market including baby and children’s products, toys, cosmetics and personal care products, cookware, food containers and packaging materials, household cleaners, building materials, home maintenance products, furniture and fabrics, art materials and many different kinds of electronic equipment.  

Many recent biomonitoring studies, including robust population-based surveys conducted by the US Centers for Disease Control, reveal widespread human exposure to multiple chemicals.4 There is also increasing understanding that consumer products are a significant source of exposure to the toxic burden of all Canadians, a burden that biomonitoring results show is disproportionately higher in children than adults. These studies reveal body burdens of phthalates, flame retardants, fluorinated chemicals, metals and pesticides. Biomonitoring also reveals body burdens of banned or severely restricted chemicals including PCBs, dioxins and organochlorine pesticides. A common feature of most of these chemicals is their presence in consumer products.

In addition to a longstanding focus on the impact on children of chemicals in consumer products, CELA has been closely involved in the implementation and ongoing parliamentary review of the Canadian Environmental Protection Act, 1999 (CEPA).5 That work has consistently revealed inadequate regulation of chemicals that are deemed toxic under CEPA and also found in consumer products, particularly in imported products. While some regulatory action has occurred within product-specific regulations established under CEPA, and under the Hazardous Products Act, large gaps remain in terms of adequate regulation of toxic chemicals in products and between these two federal statutes. Further, it is necessary to address gaps and improve coordination with the Food and Drugs Act as the example of phthalates, discussed below, illustrates.

To address persistent organic pollutants in consumer products, we have been closely involved in the six-year effort to categorize substances on the Domestic Substances List

---

4 The 1st, 2nd and 3rd reports of the National Biomonitoring Program are posted on-line by the Centers for Disease Control at: http://www.cdc.gov/biomonitoring/
as well as working closely with colleagues in the International POPs Elimination Network in efforts to implement, and expand the chemicals covered by, the Stockholm Convention on POPs. We are very supportive of current efforts to expand the POPs Treaty via nomination of nine chemicals, or chemical groups, by the European Commission\(^6\) most of which are in consumer products including several flame retardants, polychlorinated naphthalenes, used for cable insulation, and short-chained chlorinated paraffins used in metal working and leather finishing.

Within the Parliamentary Review of CEPA, we have called for the use of CEPA to address toxic substances in consumer products since this law provides a comprehensive legal tool to address this growing problem insofar as it has an overarching mandate for the prevention of harm and the protection of environment and human health. CEPA provides for tools that can influence and/or regulate the use of substances across their entire life cycle, including in products. Application of both the *Hazardous Products Act* and the *Food and Drugs Act* end with product use and are thus far more limited in comparison. The potential toxicity of chemicals in consumer products exists prior to their use in products and can extend beyond product use to disposal, especially if they are persistent or bioaccumulative. Occupational exposures, environmental emissions and waste management options, whether during reuse or recycling, incineration or landfill, present continued opportunities for these substances to exert toxic effects on humans or the environment including as metabolites or products of physical/chemical breakdown or combustion.

In its report on public hearings into CEPA, the Standing Committee on Environment and Sustainable Development recommended that CEPA be used to regulate products containing toxic substances. The Committee also recommended a review of the *Hazardous Products Act* in order to better coordinate it with CEPA.\(^7\)

**The Example of Phthalates**

Phthalates are a large group of chemicals, some in high volume use, with many applications in consumer products. These chemicals can variously fall under the purview of four federal statutes: the *Canadian Environmental Protection Act* (for chemical risk assessment and risk management), the *Hazardous Products Act* (children’s products and toys and many additional product applications), the *Food and Drugs Act* (cosmetics, food packaging and medical devices) and the *Pest Control Products Act* (pesticide formulants).

Assessments of exposure and toxicity of several phthalates done during the 1990s by the federal government illustrate an approach to toxic substances in products that too easily allows for gaps, inconsistencies and lack of coordination.


The need to include consumer products in exposure assessments is increasingly recognized. While exposure assessments routinely address food, drinking water, soil or air they have often not accounted for exposures resulting from use in consumer products, or where they do, can exclude important media such as house dust.\(^8\) For example, CEPA assessments of the phthalates DEHP,\(^9\) DBP\(^10\) and BBP\(^11\) (conducted in the 1990s) did not consider exposure from all sources. Exposure assessments:

- for DEHP, did not consider medical devices, indoor air or house dust, or breast milk.
- for DBP, did not include breast milk or formula, direct contact with children’s products or other household products nor house dust or cosmetics.
- for BBP, did not consider cosmetics, consumer products, house dust, breast milk or infant formula.

In general, across all media, exposure data are typically weak or missing. Modeling is often used in exposure assessments to estimate the aggregate exposure from all pathways. When exposures from products are unknown, ignored or under-estimated, exposures assessments will be inaccurate.

Nor are the additive or synergistic effects of multiple chemical exposures adequately assessed or even assessed at all. Methods are not available to assess the combined effect of dissimilar chemicals. For groups of substances with a common mechanism of toxicity, the aggregate exposure of chemicals in these groups should be factored into an assessment of overall toxicity for the entire group. Such an approach is only beginning to be applied in the assessment of pesticides.\(^12\) As well, in the case of phthalates, (and other chemicals such as brominated flame retardants), the scientific evidence reveals that breakdown products, or metabolites, have similar toxicity concerns to the parent substance. This evidence underscores the need to include these metabolites as part of group assessments of chemicals with common mechanisms of toxicity.\(^13\)

---

\(^8\) House dust is increasingly recognized as an important and overlooked exposure medium for indoor contaminants, especially for children. For evidence on phthalates, see e.g.: Bornehag, C-G et al. The Association between Asthma and Allergic Symptoms in Children and Phthalates in House Dust: A Nested Case–Control Study. *Environ.Health Perspect.* October 2004. 112(14): 1393–1397.


\(^12\) As of January, 2001, the Pest Management Regulatory Agency has published guidance on identifying pesticide with common mechanisms of toxicity. See: PMRA Science Policy Note: Guidance for Identifying Pesticides that have a Common Mechanism of Toxicity for Human Health Risk Assessment (SPN2001-01) January 25, 2001. This document notes that “the cumulative risk assessment process that the PMRA will use will be described in a forthcoming PMRA science policy guidance document once appropriate methods are developed.” The agency has yet to publish this policy guidance.

Again, such problems are illustrated in the CEPA assessments of phthalates. Multiple shortcomings are apparent in the toxicity assessments under CEPA, in most cases because they were conducted over ten years ago.

- DEHP was deemed CEPA-toxic on the basis of a developmental study in mice that showed increased resorptions, dead fetuses and potential teratogenic effects. More recent data point to additional impacts on the male reproductive system.
- The DBP assessment is nearly fifteen years old. Determination that DBP was not CEPA-toxic arose in an information vacuum. The assessment focused entirely on the parent substance, did not account for large gaps in knowledge about developmental and reproductive toxicity (and, as noted above, excluded known and potential exposure sources).
- The BBP assessment (that concluded BBP was not CEPA-toxic) did not accept evidence about toxicity to the testes or estrogenic activity in breast cancer cells. The result was a Tolerable Daily Intake (TDI) that, like the TDI for DBP, did not include an extra safety factor for children. Nor did the assessment consider evidence about the developmental toxicity of BBP metabolites.

Similar shortcomings are apparent in the application of the more limited, non-regulatory review of DINP by Health Canada’s Consumer Products Division (published in 1998). The assessment looked only at liver and kidney toxicity and not the anti-androgenic effects similar to those seen with DEHP, DBP and BBP.

A recent study of DINP metabolites found that monoisononyl phthalate (MINP), historically thought to be the main breakdown product of DINP, is only a minor metabolite. Three of the major ones are mono(carboxyisooctyl) phthalate (MCIOP), mono(oxoisononyl) phthalate (MOINP), and mono(hydroxyisononyl) phthalate (MHINP). The authors suggest that DINP biomonitoring has underestimated the population exposure to the chemical by using urinary MINP levels as a biomarker.

Despite concluding that DINP exposure in soft vinyl teethers and rattles created risks to children, no Canadian regulation was written to limit or prohibit DINP in children’s products. Instead, in 1998 Health Canada warned physicians, parents and other caregivers to dispose of these items, published a list of those they knew were DINP-free (though not a list of those containing DINP) and relied on industry voluntarily withdrawing the toys. Greenpeace International tests in 2001 found that phthalates made up to 40% of the weight of popular brands of soft PVC toys, and found excessive DINP levels in two teether products; toys that at the time would have been legal in the US and Canada but banned in the European Union.

---


Canada has done nothing further about DINP but has proposed a regulation\(^{17}\) under the *Hazardous Products Act* that would ban DEHP in children’s products imposing a limit of less than 0.1\%, in accord with limits already in place in the European Union. In contrast, EU legislation bans 3 phthalates (DEHP, DBP and BBP) from all toys and child care articles and 3 other phthalates (DINP, DIDP, and DNOP) in toys for children under 3 years that could be placed in their mouths.\(^{18}\)

Under the *Food and Drugs Act*, recent Canadian regulation publishes a “Hot List” of ingredients not allowed in cosmetics as well as requirements for labelling of cosmetic ingredients.\(^{19}\) While this regulation represented a progressive move for Canada, neither the list nor the labelling requirements, includes any phthalates, including DEHP, classified as CEPA-toxic. Likewise, BBP and DBP, both classified by European and California authorities as developmental and reproductive toxins, are not on the Hot List. DBP and DEHP have both been banned from cosmetics in Europe since 2003.\(^{20}\)

For phthalates in food packaging, Health Canada provides a list of polymers\(^{21}\) approved for use in food packaging, including poly vinyl chloride (PVC). This list provides no indication that specific phthalates, or the amounts used in the PVC, are restricted for food packaging. Rather, this approach to regulating food packaging appears to simply ignore the potential for phthalates to absorb into food. Nor, therefore, is there any attempt to address the fact that all three of these phthalates are lipophilic so absorption is likely to increase with higher fat foods. A Canadian survey of butter and margarine wrapped in aluminum foil found BBP, DBP and DEHP in these products.\(^{22}\) Packaged foods can therefore add to the overall body burden of phthalate exposure and no action has been taken under the F&DA to reduce this contribution.

On medical devices, the *Food and Drugs Act* is equally silent. The use of DEHP in medical devices is widespread. Clear evidence shows that patients receive large doses, particularly during intensive procedures, and infants and children are more highly exposed. With the primary toxicity of DEHP on the developing male reproducive

\(^{17}\) See: Consultation regarding the proposed prohibition of di (2-ethylhexyl) phthalate (DEHP) under the *Hazardous Products Act* (HPA), on-line at: [http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/ahc-as/asc/public-consult/consultations/coll-phthalate/index_e.html](http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/ahc-as/asc/public-consult/consultations/coll-phthalate/index_e.html)


\(^{19}\) See: Health Canada, on-line information about Cosmetics and Personal Care at: [http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/cps-spc/person/cosmet/index_e.html](http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/cps-spc/person/cosmet/index_e.html); and Cosmetic Regulations (C.R.C., c. 869)


system, DEHP-containing devices put young boys and male fetuses at proportionally higher risk.

Finally, some pesticide formulants contain phthalates, bringing a fourth statute, the *Pest Control Products Act*, into the regulatory picture. Pesticide formulants are another area where the Chemicals Management Plan (discussed further below) is prompting the need to update the evaluation and classification of pesticide formulants for their potential toxicity.

**Four Federal Laws Affecting Products – Gaps, Uncoordinated and Inconsistent Approaches**

Phthalates are but one example of situations where hazardous chemicals have come to be used in many different consumer products and normal use and disposal creates unanticipated health risks, particularly to the fetus or young child. Three and sometimes four federal laws can come into play and there are clear indications of gaps as well as uncoordinated and inconsistent approaches being applied with none of these laws doing an adequate job of controlling potentially hazardous and certainly cumulative exposures.

The *Hazardous Products Act* and the *Food and Drugs Act* are similar in terms of focusing almost exclusively on end-use of products or commodities and often in a reactive, or after-the-fact, manner. For example, in situations of exposure to small amounts of substances where chronic toxicity is a concern, such as lead in children’s products, responses to complaints or problems have tended to occur, if at all, only after they have been identified, often long after they have been repeatedly identified, and after harm may have already occurred. Their legislative provisions and associated regulations are also structured to come into play only for products or commodities that are specifically identified or itemized in these laws or their regulations, within which very few chemicals are included.

Neither of these two laws has been applied to phthalates at all with the recent exception of the proposed ban on DEHP in children’s items, a fairly hollow move that regulates the status quo since voluntary phase-out is occurring due to regulatory action already well in place elsewhere.

The *Canadian Environmental Protection Act* provides broad authority to regulate CEPA-toxic substances in products across their production chain, from import through to disposal – but designation of DEHP as CEPA-toxic has little impact on its continued use in consumer products. The same can be said for lead (designated CEPA-toxic in 1988) in consumer products. The decision to ban the flame retardants penta-BDE and octa-BDE

---


but not deca-BDE is a similarly hollow move. This ban applies to chemicals voluntarily withdrawn in 2004 and allows continued (and increasing) use of deca-BDE while ignoring compelling scientific evidence about the toxicity and bioaccumulation of deca-BDE.\textsuperscript{26}

**Regulation of Products; Regulation of Trade**

In a global market, any domestic consideration of the regulation of products will be influenced by international trade agreements. The Canadian economy is one of the most trade-dependent in the world. Several government policies mention this reality. Of particular note are the Government of Canada Regulatory Policy,\textsuperscript{27} the Cabinet Directive on Streamlining Regulation,\textsuperscript{28} the Guide to the Regulatory Process for Treasury Board Secretariat Program Analysts,\textsuperscript{29} the Toxic Substances Management Policy,\textsuperscript{30} and the Framework for the Application of Precaution in Science-Based Decision Making about Risk.\textsuperscript{31}

These policies include either a requirement to consider trade agreements when setting environmental policy or, in some cases, direct that economic and trade considerations, including voluntary over regulatory measures, be considered paramount. As a result, we are very concerned that consistently weak regulatory action on toxic substances in consumer products reflects an overall approach where trade trumps health.

This implied paramountcy of trade and non-regulatory approaches is evident in the OECD regulatory reform program\textsuperscript{32} which focuses particularly on strengthening “market openness and competition, and [reducing] regulatory burdens.” With a focus on “horizontal” and “whole-of-government” aspects of regulatory systems, specific regulatory contexts can be lost. The OECD program notes that:

> Isolated efforts cannot take the place of a coherent, whole-of-government approach to create a regulatory environment favourable to the creation and growth of firms, productivity gains, competition, investment and international trade.

However, such approaches will tend to weaken the influence of regulatory departments, such as Health Canada or Environment Canada. These departments, in contrast to central


\textsuperscript{28} Cabinet Directive on Streamlining Regulation, on-line at: http://www.regulation.gc.ca/directive/directive01-eng.asp


\textsuperscript{30} Policy and associated documents on-line at: http://www.cc.gc.ca/toxics/en/index.cfm


agencies, or over-arching government policies, are more likely to have the scientific expertise and the legislative obligations to implement regulatory objectives. In its very different cross-governmental role, the Auditor General commented in the Annual Report for 2000\textsuperscript{33} on the Government of Canada Regulatory Policy, noting that the government:

\begin{quote}
… should explain to Canadians and the government’s regulatory and inspection community its priorities for health and safety regulatory programs, particularly the balance that the government has reached to protect Canadians and address budget, social, economic and trade objectives. The government should revise its regulatory policy and other policies to reflect this emphasis.
\end{quote}

The Auditor General further recognized that citizens support health and safety over economic considerations in the areas of health and the environment and noted how government regulatory policy failed to indicate clearly the relative priorities of health, environmental and economic factors:

\begin{quote}
Health Canada’s 1999 National Consultations Summary Report found that Canadians believe that ‘health and safety must take precedence over economic and other considerations.’ However, the government’s regulatory policy contains potentially conflicting requirements. The policy requires that costs and economic objectives be considered when developing and implementing regulatory programs. In our view, there is a need for the government to clarify the priorities of the regulatory policy for health and safety regulatory programs and clarify the balance it has reached to protect Canadians[,] and address costs and other objectives. Our concern for priorities of these programs stems from the emphasis on economic considerations in the regulatory policy … (emphasis added)
\end{quote}

Eight years later it is probably fair to say that this belief among Canadians is stronger than it has ever been.

Finally, the existence of these over-arching policies and guidelines, and the paramountcy they give, or attempt to give, to economic and non-regulatory considerations, creates a lack of public transparency about regulatory objectives but also creates confusion about whether they are mandatory or merely advisory. The OECD\textsuperscript{34} has also noted the lack of clarity:

\begin{quote}
[O]ne criticism of the Canadian approach may indeed be that it is too comprehensive, in the sense that drafters are subject to a larger number of quality criteria and procedural requirements than can reasonably be understood and implemented. For example, the Privy Council Office Web site lists a total of 16 publications, with seven relating to different requirements of the Regulatory Policy such as cost benefit analysis, compliance strategies, [and] writing a RIA statement. The question of whether regulators can be expected to assimilate all of this material effectively necessarily arises. Moreover, there may be issues in terms of the ability of the centre of government itself to keep up to date with this range of material.
\end{quote}

We have additional concerns about an approach that favours non-regulatory options over regulatory ones in the context of the proposed “general safety requirement” as discussed

further below.

The Proposed General Prohibition

The Action Plan for Consumer Products notes that it will prevent problems through the creation of a “new general prohibition that would allow Health Canada to address any consumer product in Canada that poses a danger to the health or safety of the public” (Action Plan, p. 18).

We cannot comment on this proposal without seeing actual legislative language. However, we are concerned if this proposal is substantially the same as the General Safety Requirement (GSR) proposed during previous consultations held in 2004, to address shortcomings in the regulation of risks posed by consumer products. In analyzing this previous proposal, we investigated the GSR approach in the European Union which provides that producers must produce only safe products, that is, products that, under reasonably foreseeable conditions of use, present only a minimum risk compatible with the product’s use and which is consistent with a high level of protection for the health and safety of persons. The standard applies to the entire chain of supply and to any risk in a professional product not adequately regulated by specific legislation. It also requires mandatory reporting of unsafe products and stronger corrective actions.35

In contrast, the analysis by non-governmental organizations, and prepared by the Canadian Environmental Law Association, finds the Canadian GSR proposal to be very different.36 We found that although the notion of a GSR proposal could be a useful addition to law, providing greater jurisdiction to Health Canada and supplementing civil liability for unsafe products, as proposed, it would not provide an effective substitute for proactive, regulatory action for several reasons.

It proposed a weak and vague approach to first defining and then verifying “undue risk.” This vagueness extended to provisions removing undefined “barriers to innovation,” and allowing industry the flexibility to meet unclear “standards.” The GSR was described as allowing for a “standard” (e.g., from another country or practices followed within a particular industry) to be enforced even if it was not incorporated in Canadian regulations. This approach raised many questions about how “standards” would be developed, generally accepted, recognized, monitored, and in particular, enforced.

CELA found instead that the GSR, as proposed, would constitute a retreat from law-making and would deprive Canadian citizens of the opportunity to participate in standard-setting and hold government accountable for standards. Citizens would have no opportunity to participate in the formation of standards from other countries or industry associations. Nor could they even know what "standard" applies to a product if it is not legislated and published.

We also found it very doubtful that a successful prosecution for failure to meet a GSR could be based on unclear, non-Canadian, un-legislated standards or industry practices. Criminal prosecutions require proof beyond reasonable doubt (a more difficult standard for evidence than the civil "balance of probabilities") and courts require great clarity in criminal law before convicting accused persons or companies.

We further noted that the best and only reliable measure of "general acceptance" of a standard is its incorporation into regulation. As proposed in 2004, the GSR would substitute theoretical private liability and after-the-harm criminal prosecutions for proactive policies intended to prevent harm. As such, it also would not extend the reach of Canadian law or regulations further beyond what the F&DA and the HPA accomplish now in terms of preventing harm rather than just responding afterwards.

Hence, we are supportive of general product safety requirements to make manufacturers and importers responsible for the safety of their products. However, we will review the new proposal for a “general prohibition” in light of this prior analysis.

**The Need for Law Reform and Coordination**

Across the three federal statutes discussed here, unlike the recently revised *Pest Control Products Act*, there is a no legal requirement to accurately assess real-world exposure circumstances by aggregating exposure from all sources, including sources unique to children. Nor do these three laws require the assessment, as a group, of multiple chemicals that have a common mechanism of toxicity.

Only the *Pest Control Products Act* imposes a legal duty to assess impacts on children and to include an additional child-focused uncertainty factors during risk assessment of chemicals. Further, only for pesticides is there a legal requirement to re-assess chemicals that have been previously assessed to take into account new scientific information. In the example of phthalates, the scientific evidence in support of regulatory action (and inaction) in Canada is woefully out of date. Nothing in CEPA or the *Hazardous Products Act* compels a re-assessment of this information. None of these four laws require assessments to consider metabolites when parent chemicals are assessed – an issue that the phthalate example illustrates as being necessary to accurately assess exposure to groups of chemicals with similar toxicity.

Beyond the need to improve the assessment of exposure and toxicity of chemicals, the problem of toxic substances in consumer products underscores the broader consequences of modern-day international trade. In response to the staggering volume of often over-packaged consumer goods in international commerce, where legislation addresses these products at all, it typically ends with the sale of the product. The environmental and human health consequences of international trade in consumer goods are increasingly apparent. The sheer volume of garbage created by the millions upon millions of product recalls of 2007 would likely fill a large landfill or keep an incinerator burning for weeks creating toxic emissions in the process. Also during 2007, much needed attention turned
to the world’s excessive use and disposal of plastic with the identification of a floating mass of garbage in the Pacific Ocean. Dubbed the ‘eighth continent,’ it is twice the size of Texas and 85% of it is made up of plastic. The burgeoning problem of electronic waste generated world-wide but especially from industrialized countries is creating a toxic nightmare for developing countries affected by either waste dumping or poorly regulated recycling operations or both with children most seriously affected. Ironically, recent evidence indicates a new ‘circle of poison’ created by the recycling of lead in waste electronics in China and its reuse in inexpensive imported jewellery containing dangerous levels of lead.

In response to this waste management challenge and its origins in consumer products, a rich literature now exists about the concept and necessary implementation details of ‘extended producer responsibility’ (EPR). EPR can play a major role in protecting public health and the environment via better management of products or packages after their use and through redesign of products to reduce their environmental impacts. For toxic substances in products, a central feature of EPR approaches is embodied in the Substitution Principle whereby efforts are made to constantly replace hazardous substances with less hazardous ones. Sweden has adopted this principle as necessary public policy and is developing policy guidance for its implementation. It requires that, where risks to the environment and human health and safety can be reduced by replacing a chemical substance or product either by another substance or by some non-chemical technology, then this replacement should take place.

Progress on EPR in Canada has focused mainly on keeping materials out of landfills and

---

37 Casey, S. Plastic Ocean. Our oceans are turning to plastic, are we? Best Life On-line. 2007. http://www.bestlifeonline.com/cms/publish/health-fitness/Our_oceans_are_turning_into_plastic_are_we_2.shtml


The ‘circle of poison’ is a term that has been widely used since the 1970s to refer to the selling of products in international markets that are banned or restricted in the country where they were produced. Examples have included banned pesticides or food products containing banned additives. For example, if a pesticide banned for use in the US is used in a South American country on food crops intended for export, it can, (if not caught by border monitoring), return to the US as a residue on food, exposing US citizens whose government banned the use of the pesticide, (but not its export), often due to human health concerns.


incinerators. Europe began here and has continued on to also encourage design measures with the environment in mind. A central necessity in achieving these goals is to place full responsibility on the producer of a product rather than the seller or consumer.  

In response to the e-waste problem, a progressive EPR policy response is occurring in the European Union via technology-forcing, regulatory action in the Waste Electric and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) Directives that restrict the use of certain hazardous substances in electrical and electronic equipment and reduce toxic substances in the waste stream. Measures that require recycling and producer take-back provide incentives for both redesign (to facilitate recycling) as well as elimination of toxic components to reduce the toxicity of the entire production chain, through to waste management. While implementation by Member States is inconsistent, these and other European Directives are influencing North American companies to eliminate toxic substances such as lead and mercury from their e-products to ensure eligibility of sales in the EU.

There is a clear need for better coordination across federal statutes that address chemicals in products. More fundamentally, there is a need to modernize these laws as is tentatively contemplated (at least for consumer products) in the Action Plan and as has been discussed at length during the ongoing CEPA review. However, we note that the Action Plan, in its review of Food Products and Health Products, identifies several areas where there are gaps or overlaps between related pieces of legislation. The section on Consumer Products however does not mention either the Canadian Environmental Protection Act or the Chemicals Management Plan.

Statements from Health Canada officials during 2007, including the Minister of Health, repeatedly refer to the Chemicals Management Plan (CMP) as Canada’s world-leading plan to address chemical risks. In particular, a key objective of the CMP is noted as providing an opportunity to integrate government activities: “The Chemicals Management Plan will strengthen CEPA’s coordination with other federal statutes, including: Hazardous Products Act, Food and Drugs Act and Pest Control Products

45 Jackson, 2007, op. cit.
Act.\textsuperscript{52} It is troubling therefore for the Action Plan discussion paper addressing reform of consumer product legislation to not even mention either CEPA or the CMP.

We recognize that the categorization effort under CEPA and the resulting CMP is a significant step forward in setting priorities for action on toxic substances, including in consumer products. We strongly recommend that the federal plan for law reform governing consumer products be closely integrated with CEPA and the CMP such that those aspects of the Action Plan having to do with consumer products can truly live up to its stated promise of a “renewed focus on active prevention.”

**Reactive Measures to Address Consumer Products**

We respond to the Action Plan by addressing the claims made in the discussion paper, and at the consultation held on January 24\textsuperscript{th}, that these proposals “make history” \textsuperscript{53} and “modernize Canadian law, as our international counterparts have done”\textsuperscript{54} in terms of introducing measures to prevent problems and apply a precautionary approach.

For the consumer products proposals, we did not reach this conclusion. Rather, we find the proposed “Canadian Consumer Product Safety Act,” as described at the January 24\textsuperscript{th} consultation, to be primarily reactive. We were told that this proposed bill would replace the current Part 1 of the Hazardous Products Act. We accept that it would include important and useful reforms including product recall powers, product traceability and related improvements in record keeping and reporting, and updated provisions related to corrective measures, inspections, offences, fines and penalties. We generally support these proposals. For the general prohibition proposal, we will await the text of the bill to respond in detail.

Further details, and related discussion, beyond those included in the Action Plan discussion paper were provided at the January 24\textsuperscript{th} consultation. Four areas are discussed further here. While we generally support each of these proposals, they are all reactive rather than proactive provisions.

First, on the issue of **traceability**, we support provisions that will require product suppliers to maintain accurate records to support tracing of products/components along the supply chain to facilitate tracking of products requiring recall or other corrective measures. We echo suggestions made on January 24\textsuperscript{th} that this responsibility for tracing should include assurance that companies who must recall products must also ensure proper disposal so products are not sent to other countries. In addition, the requirement to disclose records should ensure provisions for public access to this information.


\textsuperscript{53} As described by Meena Ballantyne, ADM, Health Products and Food Branch, Health Canada in her opening remarks to the 24 January 2008 Technical Consultation on the Food and Consumer Safety Action Plan.

\textsuperscript{54} Ibid.
Second, regarding **mandatory reporting**, we support the establishment of new requirements for manufacturers or importers to report details of significant product health or safety incidents or product defects. We are interested in reviewing the language of regulations that would specify these requirements noting that clear criteria are necessary to define a significant or serious incident or a product defect. Like the provisions for traceability, it is in the public interest to provide for public access to this information.

Third, we strongly support new requirements for **record keeping** of health and safety information that suppliers would be expected to collect, maintain and make available or report to the Minister.

Across each of the above three areas, we suggest that the bill should provide for a corresponding government duty to act to regulate products when receipt of such information indicates a risk to public health or safety.

Fourth, among the **corrective measures** to be provided for in the bill, these were listed at the January 24th meeting as including: stop orders (manufacture, importation, distribution, advertising, sale); product recalls, issuing of public warnings/advisories; product labelling requirements; establishing conditions around product returns. While these are all useful additions to legislation that can more effectively react to problems with products, we note that labelling can be far a more proactive tool than is contemplated in this consultation, as discussed further below.

Of the five additional areas planned for the proposed bill and discussed on January 24th, all but the general prohibition and perhaps some elements of regulation-making authority, are also reactive in nature, including new testing requirements and provisions for offences and fines and penalties.

**Proactive Measures to Address Consumer Products**

Truly precautionary provisions that would proactively prevent problems from occurring as a result of the use and disposal of consumer products could include the following:

- Across all federal statutes, including the *Canadian Environmental Protection Act*, the *Hazardous Products Act* and the *Food and Drugs Act*, the legal provisions governing the assessment of exposure and toxicity for chemicals should be updated to provide at least as much protection from chemicals as is provided for pesticides under the *Pest Control Products Act*, including explicit recognition of children, including the fetus, as more vulnerable than adults.

- An Action Plan on Consumer Products that fully integrates the broader chemical assessment and full life cycle provisions of the *Canadian Environmental Protection Act* with the *Hazardous Products Act* and the *Food and Drugs Act*.

- An automatic trigger that bans or restricts, via comprehensive regulations, any
products containing CEPA-toxic substances, with an automatic prohibition of CEPA-toxic substances in toys, clothing or furniture or other products intended for children, and similarly automatic labeling requirements to warn pregnant women about CEPA-toxic substances in the workplace or in products used in the home, such as for cleaning or home renovations.

- Active support by Canada for efforts sponsored by the European Commission to expand the Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants to include brominated flame retardants, polychlorinated naphthalenes, short-chained chlorinated paraffins and other persistent organic pollutants used in consumer products.

- Adopt a list approach similar to California Proposition 65 and several European countries that publish chemicals that are undesirable, including for inclusion in consumer products. Include in a Canadian list all CEPA-toxic substances, known carcinogens and developmental and reproductive toxicants and the lists of high hazard substances identified through categorization of the Domestic Substances List (include substances that are produced in high volumes as well as those that are inherently toxicity, regardless of whether they are in high volume production).

- Expand upon the current Action Plan proposals for product labelling to require that products containing substances on the list noted above are labelled, akin to California Proposition 65 requirements, such that consumers have the right to know when such substances are in products, their toxicity concerns that placed them on the list, and precautionary advice to apply when using the product and how to properly dispose of it.

- Expand upon the current Action Plan proposals for traceability, record keeping and reporting by requiring public disclosure of chemicals of concern, (i.e., those on the above list), public disclosure of which products contain these chemicals, and information about safer alternative products; require that the information be available on a publicly accessible web-based database.

- Expand upon the current Action Plan proposals for testing requirements by placing the onus on manufacturers to evaluate impacts of products beyond their intended use, considering the life cycles of hazardous or persistent substances in their products.

- Expand the Action Plan to include, across the management of chemicals in all federal statutes, the Substitution Principle whereby active replacement occurs of hazardous with less hazardous substances where these alternatives are available.

- Establish a product registry such as that currently required in Canada for cosmetics under the Cosmetic Regulations and in keeping with the registry used

---

in Sweden that has been helpful in that country in identifying problems.

- Establish national regulations requiring the reduction of packaging and substitution of renewable materials in packaging as well as elimination of packaging containing toxic substances.
- Establish national regulations for the progressive elimination of toxic substances in electronic waste akin to the WEEE Directive and similar initiatives in Europe.

Conclusion

We applaud the federal government’s recognition that Canada does not have the legal basis for addressing the hazards and risks associated with consumer products. After the millions upon millions of products recalled worldwide during 2007, there is little public tolerance for the status quo, particularly where children are placed at risk. There is also strong public support for proactive, precautionary reform to protect the environment and public health. Unfortunately, the Action Plan for Consumer Products is mostly reactive and does not live up to the promise made by Health Canada officials or the Minister of Health, of modernizing Canadian law, as our international counterparts have done. It does not even mention how it will be integrated with the Chemicals Management Plan, arguably among the more progressive initiatives on chemicals policy in the world at present.

This submission uses the example of phthalates to illustrate how high production volume chemicals, especially groups of chemicals, can be used in myriad products. Despite the fact that phthalates are regulated under CEPA and are in products that are regulated, or potentially regulated, by multiple statutes, there are significant gaps in this regulation as well as an inconsistent and uncoordinated policy response.

As the statute that assesses chemicals for toxicity, considers their entire lifecycle and includes multiple powers to regulate products, the Canadian Environmental Protection Act should be considered an integral part of a federal Action Plan for addressing health and environmental concerns with consumer products, including those that are regulated under the Hazardous Products Act and the Food and Drugs Act. Moreover, the ongoing review of CEPA has provided an extensive canvassing of issues that are central to addressing the problem of inadequate regulation of toxic substances in consumer products. The Action Plan should include a coordinated package of revisions to CEPA alongside the ongoing implementation of the Chemicals Management Plan.

In addition to the largely reactive proposals for reform suggested in the Action Plan for Consumer Products, this submission recommends a series of proactive reforms to reduce or eliminate toxic substances in consumer products, increase public right-to-know about these chemicals, as well as other progressive aspects of Extended Producer Responsibility.